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VT.NAILS - The mobile station for Nail Art

Two sturdy drawers with aluminium guides and magnetic closure

Mobile workstation with trolley for nail reconstruction at home.

Product designed for nail technicians who work at customer’s home, on set 
and in the most different situations: it is a compact case with trolley, which, 
once opened, becomes a convenient nail-art station.

It can also be used as a service table to be combined with a mobile 
make-up station.

Technical Details

Adjustable tabletop height

Built-in trolley with square section 
telescopic handle. Handle with lock 
button.

Rubber wheels with ball bearings



VT.NAIL LINE - Accessories

Two sliding drawers to extend the support surface for materials without 
cluttering the workspace

Universal hooking system for nail 
reconstruction lamps

◆ Agile: educed weight and dimensions

◆ Solvent resistant: plastic laminated top

◆ Easy-to-carry: lightweight and equipped with protective cover

◆ Fast: 30’ opening system for a fast set-up without assembly

◆ Adjustable in height

◆ Customizable: printable logo on the side of the case

X4 +SX4
WHEEL SYSTEM FOR 
MAKE-UP CASE
System of strong wheels with lock
to apply to the legs of the make-up
case. Folding, it can be stored in
the suitable carrying bag.

COVER: TO PROTECT THE CASE
The protective cover for the VT.NAILS is made of padded and waterproof 
technical fabric.
The handles and wheels are not covered and the surface is protected 
against scratches and bumps.

X4 +SX4: HOW TO USE IT
The Rolling System is a useful accessory that allows to easily move the
make-up case once opened.
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All products by Cantoni are made in Italy with carefully selected materials.
Each product is the result of a careful study to ensure the best balance between aesthetics and technology. 
The authenticity of each piece by Cantoni is ensured by our trademark.

We are always available to respond to every request and question about products. 
Our technical department is then available for custom projects
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